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EU hydrogen ambitions 
require at least €450 
bn in investments – 
How can we mobilise 
investors to fund               
initial projects?
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HYDROGEN IN EUROPE

The EU has set ambitious objectives in its 
hydrogen strategy, requiring more than 
EUR 450 bn in investments and massive
expansion of RES capacity

2020

 +11GW offshore wind 1,2  +115GW offshore wind 1,2  +700GW offshore wind 1

Equivalent to installed RES 
in Germany

Equivalent to 70% of total EU 
installed capacity 2020

Cumulative investments > €450Bn

2025 2031 2050

EU HYDROGEN ROADMAP

6GW Electrolyser 
capacity

40GW Electrolyser 
capacity

500GW 3 Electrolyser 
capacity

1 Million tonnes H2 
~40TWh

10 Million tonnes H2 
~400 TWh

>50 Million tonnes H2 
~2500 TWh

This would only meet today’s EU hydrogen demand
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HYDROGEN IN EUROPE

Many projects are announced, most of them 
are at pre-feasibility or feasibility stage 
– FIDs not yet taken

HYNET 
“Project receives major 
Government funding boosts”

NET ZERO HUMBER
Hydrogen and CCS industrial cluster

H21
“…gives the UK a unique opportunity 
to lead the world in large scale 
decarbonisation strategies”

MAGNUM
“Vattenfall aims for carbon-free gas power”

H-VISION
“Blue hydrogen to accelerate carbon-low 
industry”

PORT JEROME
“…hydrogen is produced for the neighbouring 
refinery - has an annual capture capacity of 
100,000 tonnes of CO₂”

SINES
“Portugal negotiates with Netherlands 
mega hydrogen plant in Sines”

H2V
“…over time its production will reach 
500 000 tons (of hydrogen) per year”

H2 SARDINIA
“Creation of a hydrogen island"

H2 Energy
“Thanks to green hydrogen, the link between the electricity and 
mobility sectors is becoming an economic reality in Switzerland”

H2FUTURE
“…to build Europe's largest electrolysis plants 
for green hydrogen”

H2 LINGEN REFINERY
“This has the potential to play an important 
role in the development of a hydrogen economy, 
in Germany and beyond.”

HYBRIDGE
“Amprion and OGE push ahead with
‘Hybridge’ power-to-gas project”

REFHYNE
“… at the forefront of the effort to supply Clean 
Refinery Hydrogen for Europe”

NORTH2
“Europe’s largest green hydrogen 
project starts in Groningen”

H2RES
“Ørsted and partners secure funding 
for renewable hydrogen project”

FREDERICA REFINERY
“Shell to build Europe's largest green hydrogen 
plant in Denmark”

HYBRIT
“an initiative that endeavours to revolutionize steel-making”

Blue H2 
(Fossils with CCS) 

Green H2
(Electrolysis from RES and nuclear)
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HYDROGEN IN EUROPE

EU Hydrogen demand projections 
– central scenario (TWH, HHV)

H2 demand filled by Renewable
/low-carbon H2
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AFRY projections show renewable hydrogen 
demand will soar driven by new uses in 
industry feedstock, power, transport 
and heat

— The industrial feedstock demand 
remains  stable as the decline 
in demand from refineries is 
compensated by demand from 
new uses (steel, chemical plastics 
recycling)

— Increasing share of renewable/low 
carbon hydrogen as the energy 
transition progresses

— Renewable hydrogen: electrolysis + renewables

— Low carbon: electrolysis + grid-connected power, 
SMR+CCS, methane pyrolysis

COMMENTS
— Heat, Transport and Power demand 

projections result from a cost 
minimisation methodology using 
AFRY’s central scenario assumptions

— Industry feedstock demand is based 
on historical consumption levels 
projected to 2050 for existing uses 
(ammonia, refining, methanol) and 
assumptions on market penetration 
for new uses (steel, chemical plastics 
recycling)

ASSUMPTIONS
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National governments have also set their 
objectives and have announced budgets 
for support funding

HYDROGEN AS AN ENERGY VECTOR
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HYDROGEN AS AN ENERGY VECTOR

— £4Bn investment required

— CCS supported with £1Bn 
in 4 clusters

— 5GW target for low carbon 
hydrogen production

UK 10 point plan

— 4GW electrolyser capacity 
by 2030

— €8.9Bn in funding

— 2030 target for 25% share 
of industry demand

Spain Hydrogen Strategy

— 2GW electrolyser capacity 
by 2030

— €7Bn in funding 

— Sines 1GW H2 project

Portugal Hydrogen Strategy

— Maritime transport is the key focus

— Low-carbon (SMR+CCS) and 
renewable hydrogen are supported

Norway Hydrogen Strategy

— Part of the national energy 
and climate strategy

— Production and use of 
low-carbon hydrogen 
in synthetic fuels, steel, 
logistics

Finland Hydrogen 
Roadmap

— 40 GW electrolyser capacity 
by 2030

— > €450Bn in funding

— Industrial and transport lead 
markets

EU Hydrogen Strategy

— 5 GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

— €5 Bn in funding

— Target of 2% penetration on final 
energy demand

Italy Hydrogen Strategy

— Transport and industry                
are key sectors

— > €7Bn in funding to 2030

— 6.5GW electrolyser 
capacity by 2030

France Hydrogen Strategy

— 4 GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

— €35Mn per annum

— Green and Blue H2

Netherlands 
Klimaatakkoord

— 2 GW electrolyser capacity 
by 2030

— 1 Billion PLN in funding

Poland Hydrogen 
Strategy

— 5 GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

— > €9Bn in funding to 2026

— Carbon CfD in development

Germany Hydrogen Strategy
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Investors are actively 
looking for projects, 
but the regulatory 
framework and 
conditions need 
to be right.
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INVESTORS

We have assessed the appetite of 
infrastructure funds to invest in 
hydrogen projects

APPROACH

KEY QUESTIONS OF SURVEY

Which type of 
hydrogen projects 
do you consider? A Which operational, 

economicand 
financial conditions 
would you impose 
on hydrogen 
projects?

B When would 
you make first 
investments?C

AFRY has had discussions 
with  8 infrastructure funds 
and private equity funds, 
that are actively looking 
at European hydrogen 
investments

In these discussions, we 
have addressed 3 key 
questions relating to 
hydrogen projects and 
investments

The results of these 
discussions are 
presented on an 
aggregated and 
anonymous basis
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INVESTORS

Investment funds can already finance low 
carbon hydrogen projects when the right 
market conditions and project 
characteristics are in place
Required market conditions

Positive investment case

 — Outlook for stable and long-term subsidy 
mechanism needs to be in place to provide 
certainty on revenues in planning and 
execution phase

Long-term revenues certainty

 — Long-term government view on hydrogen 
provides long-term certainty on offtake 
volumes as alternative use-cases will 
come to market

Direct demand and 
lower risk

 — Industrial customers have large 
demand and can use low carbon 
hydrogen in existing applications, 
reducing technology risk

Secured revenues from start

 — Ensure that production, transport, 
storage and end-use solutions are 
aligned to secure project revenues

 — Full visibility on business model

STABLE INCENTIVES

STABLE POLICY OBJECTIVES

PROJECTS FOR INDUSTRY

PROJECTS INVOLVING 
FULL VALUE CHAIN
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HYDROGEN PROJECTSA
Most investment funds prefer to invest 
in replacing ‘grey’ hydrogen with low-
carbon ‘blue’ and renewable ‘green’ 
hydrogen in the industrial sector

VALUE 
CHAIN STEP

TARGET AREA  
OF INVESTMENT

INVESTORS 
RATIONALE

— Most funds are willing to invest in hydrogen 
production projects with a direct offtaker 
involved

— Few investors would also invest when only 
part of an offtake is guaranteed by a single 
offtaker

Production
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Investment fund focus for 
projects in hydrogen value 
chain within next 5 years

— Investments in large infrastructure 
with a  regulated asset base would 
reduce investment risk, but mass 
volumes are not present yet and 
regulation is not ready

— Hydrogen fuelling infrastructure 
would constitute larger risks as 
compared with regulated assets

— Industrial offtaker guarantees 
large volumes

— Replacing grey hydrogen in 
existing processes is preferred, 
whereas new applications with 
hydrogen would entail additional 
technology risk

— Long term contracts (PPA style) 
would provide certainty to 
investments 

—  Few funds would target 
mobility projects, as 
mass volumes are not yet 
guaranteed and project 
size is often too small

—  Few mobility projects with 
captive offtakers (e.g. 
taxi fleets) are financed 
by funds with smaller 
ticket size and higher                             
risk appetitE

Transport 
& storage

Consumption 
- Industry

Consumption 
- Mobility



CONDITIONSB
Investment funds prefer to take 
a minority stake in large projects 
and co-invest with other project 
stakeholders
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Positive investment case

STABLE INCENTIVES

— Fund size often exceeds 1 billion Euro, 
hence investment funds are looking 
for a large tickets (at least 100 million 
Euro)

— Some funds are willing to deviate from 
investment policy and invest less in 
first hydrogen projects 

— Investors do not target a majority 
participation

— Developers bring all stakeholders 
together, design the business model 
and assume the project development 
risk (and returns)

— Developers could be the renewable 
energy supplier and provide 
knowledge on the integration of 
the (intermittent) electricity in 
electrolysis processes

— An equity participation would be 
required as initiator of project

— The industrial offtaker needs to have 
‘skin in the game’

—  Equity participation is not always 
required by investor

—  A long-term offtake contract 
(PPA) is required

— The industrial offtaker also provides 
competences in hydrogen processes

Set up partnership and   
design business model

Secure demand

PROJECT DEVELOPER INDUSTRIAL OFFTAKER

Provide leverage

BANKS

— Fund size often exceeds 1 billion Euro, 
hence investment funds are looking 
for a large tickets (at least 100 million 
Euro)

— Some funds are willing to deviate from 
investment policy and invest less in 
first hydrogen projects 

— Investors do not target a majority 
participation

— Developers bring all stakeholders 
together, design the business model 
and assume the project development 
risk (and returns)

— Developers could be the renewable 
energy supplier and provide 
knowledge on the integration of 
the (intermittent) electricity in 
electrolysis processes

— An equity participation would be 
required as initiator of project

— The industrial offtaker needs to have 
‘skin in the game’

—  Equity participation is not always 
required by investor

—  A long-term offtake contract 
(PPA) is required

— The industrial offtaker also provides 
competences in hydrogen processes

Derisk project through
their competences

Commit operational 
performance

PROJECT DEVELOPER INDUSTRIAL OFFTAKER

Needed Needed Needed

Needed Optional Optional

Role of project participants 
in project f inancing
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Investment funds target similar returns 
compared to their other projects
Targeted returns

CONDITIONSB
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Investors will assess projects 
according to a number of criteria
Investment criteria

SUBSIDIES

SUSTAINABILITY

COUNTERPARTY 
RISK

PROJECT 
COMPLEXITY

Subsidies will be 
required for a 
profitable project

— No preference for 
subsidy type (CAPEX 
subsidy, CFD type or 
feed in tariff)

— Subsidies should not 
cover too large a share 
of the cash flows, in 
case  government’s 
retrospectively change 
subsidy levels

REGULATORY 
ENVIRONMENT

Country has 
track-record of 
stable regulation

— No history of 
retroactively changing 
subsidy schemes and 
reducing amounts

TECHNOLOGY

Use of proven 
technology                       
is required

— Technology needs to 
have demonstrated 
to be scalable   and 
a potential for cost 
reduction

— The EPC contractor 
needs to assume 
the technology and 
construction risk

Hydrogen need to 
qualify as ‘green’

— Guarantees that the 
hydrogen can earn a 
premium in the long run

Secured revenues 
with few off-takers

— Strong preference for 
industrial offtaker of 
hydrogen (to replace 
grey hydrogen) Investors 
would challenge the 
creditworthiness of the  
counterparty of the 
offtake contract  (based 
on their PPA experience)

— Offtaker needs to have 
experience in hydrogen 
(not a ‘first-timer’)

— Counterparty needs to 
have a stable business 
outlook

Fewer stakeholders  
are preferred

— Multisite projects or 
international projects 
add complexity and           
are excluded

— Large transport 
infrastructure would 
also lead to additional 
complexity due to 
multiple revenue sources

— CCU/S and blue 
hydrogen with 
the required CCS 
infrastructure would 
raise complexity as well
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TIMINGC

Involvement of f inancial investors overtime

Some f inancial investors are already 
preparing for first projects, while most 
f inancial investors expect to become 
more active af ter 2025

First projects

— First projects will be 
financed by industrials 
with a direct position 
in production or 
consumption of 
hydrogen (ammonia, 
refineries, steel, chlorine 
players, etc.)

— The first financial 
investors are already 
assessing the first 
projects in order to 
gain a ‘first-mover’ 
advantage

Market expansion

— Driven by regulation   
and EU and member 
states’ objectives, the 
number of projects is 
expected to increase     
in the next 5 years

— Most investors would 
expect to become  
active in the next 5           
to 10 years

Mature market

— Most investors would 
expect the large share 
in projects to come after 
2030, once technology 
is more competitive and 
renewable hydrogen 
demand has been 
established
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AFRY 
and
hydrogen
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AFRY INVOLVEMENT IN HYDROGEN

AFRY offers a range of services from 
concept studies to project implementation
Scope in selected AFRY projects

Strategy and Analytical 
Support

— Hydrogen strategy

— Market screening

— Evaluation of technology maturity

— Investment opportunity assessment
and business case analysis

— Detailed modelling of decarbonisation
pathways

— Hydrogen economics and business
case evaluations

— Business model development                           
for hydrogen 

— Concept development of the 
hydrogen electrolysis plant 

— Design od commercial offtake 
agreements

— Set up of consortium in multi-player 
projects with offtakers/hydrogen 
distribution and  equipment 
manufacturers

— Full projects and business plan 
development

— Application for government support 
schemes

— Arrangement of financing and reach 
financial closure

— Pre and feasibility studies, conceptual 
design and validation

— Detailed design and engineering

— Owner’s engineer services, including 
independent HAZOP and HAZID 
studies

— Performance modelling, including 
RAMS studies

— Integration of different renewable 
technologies into green Hydrogen 
projects

— Optimisation of operations within 
commercial regime

Project Initiation Project Implementation
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AFRY’S HYDROGEN ACTIVITY

AFRY divisions enable us to offer a unique 
solution to clients investing in hydrogen

— Strong engineering expertise in 
process industry relevant for H2 
infrastructure and end-use

— Involvement in first large scale                      
H2 based DRI project in the                   
steel sector 

— Technology assessment, (Pre-)
feasibility, design, engineering,  

— Automotive and Mobility

Process Industry Division

Industrial and digital                   
solutions

— Deep sector expertise in electricity, 
gas, hydrogen (analysis, forward 
looking)

— Involvement in multiple H2 early 
stage projects already 

— Strategic advice (corporate 
strategy,  market entry, cooperation, 
investment …) 

— Overall project design, review, 
financing and transaction support

Management                
Consulting Division

— Harbour infrastructure

— Hydrogen refuelling stations

— Train related infrastructure

— CCS related infrastructure

Infrastructure Division

Energy Division

— Strong engineering expertise in 
electricity generation, transport, 
distribution

— Involvement in first large scale 
electrolyser project

— Technology assessment, (Pre-)
feasibility, design, engineering,            
health and safety
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AFRY’S HYDROGEN ACTIVITY

AFRY has a strong presence and hydrogen 
expertise across many markets and projects
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AFRY’S HYDROGEN ACTIVITY

AFRY is well positioned to support along              
the emerging hydrogen opportunities                         
from production to end-use
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INTRODUCTION

AFRY has analysed the decarbonisation            
of the EU economy and the role of hydrogen 
in numerous public studies

Study year: 2018

Study question:                           
“What are the possible 
pathways to fully decarbonise 
Europe’s energy system  
(power, heat and transport)?”

Study year: 2019

Study question:                           
“What impact does a focus on 
hydrogen have on the net-
zero ambitions in Europe? 
What strategies can energy 
companies follow?”

Study year: 2019

Study question:                           
“What role can hydrogen from 
natural gas play in different 
forms and different regions in 
Europe?”

Study year: 2020

Study question:                           
“What is the case for utilising 
existing gas infrastructure in 
fully decarbonising the energy 
system in Portugal and more 
widely?”

Study year: 2020

Study question:                           
“What impact do lower 
renewables costs have on the 
roadmaps to deliver a net-
zero economy by 2050 across 
Europe?”

Study year: 2020

Study question:                           
“What is the base level of 
expected hydrogen demand 
across Europe and what does 
that mean for existing and 
future networks?”
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We have been engaged
to provide support to
a wide range of players
across a range of
Hydrogen topics
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JOHN WILLIAMS
Head of Hydrogen Expertise Cluster 
Management Consulting Division

john.williams@afry.com
+44 7970 572 450

CONTACT INFORMATION

AFRY’s Hydrogen and Power-to-X contacts

JOSE CARMONA
EMEA Regional Director – Renewable Energy 
& Thermal Power Energy Division

Jose.torres.carmona@afry.com
+41 76 356 21 68 

PEDRO RAPOSO
Director Power-to-X
Process Industries Division

pedro.raposo@afry.com
+46 767 85 13 13 

WARD VAN DEN BERG
Principal

ward.van-den-berg@afry.com
+33 15 688 27 16

CYRILLE GEORGET
Director

cyrille.georget@afry.com
+33 15 688 27 11
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AFRY is an international 
engineering, design and 
advisory company. 
We support our clients to 
progress in sustainability 
and digitalisation.

We are 17,000 devoted 
experts within the fields of 
infrastructure, industry and 
energy, operating across the 
world to create sustainable 
solutions for future generations.
 
Making Future


